Hello There,

September is Healthy Aging Month and it's never too late to learn something new! Take up music lessons or sign up for a local art class or encourage someone in your life to do so! Need some more inspiration? Check out this article that provides 10 tips to re-invent oneself!

Looking forward to the Fall season? The first official day of Fall is September 22nd and we wanted to share 50 fun things to do! Read this article for fun Fall activities!

Stay connected and use the button below to read our previous newsletters!

---

News Update:

UTN has opened up their 4th location! They are excited to announce the relocation of their main office which is a state of the art facilities to better improve medical advancements. Thus enabling them to operate at the top of their standards.

Upcoming Events:

UTN sponsors Nicole Jarvis, MD Parkinson’s Research Foundation, Inc, and their annual Gala is coming up!

This foundation is dedicated to Parkinson's Research, and UTN understands the importance of medical research for finding a cure.